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MODULAR EXHIBITION SYSTEMS

Tradeshow

Whether you’re planning your first regional trade show or exhibition, or working on
your 25th big international event in Las Vegas, New York, London, Moscow, Bangkok,
or Beijing, Mark Bric has the systems you’ll need for all of your exhibition needs.
From the simple to the sublime, we can help you identify the system best suited for
your space, your preferences, and your budget. Look no further! Let us help you work
through the myriad choices facing you in this important investment decision.

PORTABLE DISPLAYS

Roadshow

Are you one of today´s many ”Road Warriors” for which the car, train or aircraft is
a big part of your workday and a hotel room is often where you spend the night?
Whether you’re looking for a quick and easy portable display that can go with you
most everywhere and be used in small offices or conference rooms, or maybe a
slightly more elaborate arrangement suitable for larger venues, whenever you need
to ’take your show on the road’, Mark Bric is ready to help.

FRAMES, RAILS & SIGN HOLDERS

Retail

Whether you need promotional/informational posters, signs, and banners for
your shop, bank, business, museum or government office lobby, basically any
public place where you have the opportunity and the need to communicate with
your audience, Mark Bric has the product line, the global presence and the
experience to help you Speak Out – whether you need one display, ten displays,
or 10,000 displays!

www.markbricdisplay.com

What do you need? Speak Out!
time is a decisive factor.
short-term events and exhibitions when
large format graphic print. Ideal to use at
easiest way to set up and display a seamless
The SnapUp Stretch offers the quickest and

“Speak Out”
The marketing and sales activities of Mark Bric Display is aimed at being as client oriented
as possible. Our company slogan, “Speak Out”, aims to summarize what we stand for:
Tell us what you need and we will help you in getting your message across. Ultimately, to
help you stand out from the crowd and to grow your business.
And not only that. “Speak Out”, also conveys another message: We want you to
“Speak Out”, to us when you need new products, when you have new ideas and certainly
if anything goes wrong with a project involving Mark Bric Display products. This will enable us
to better understand what you need and to be able to service you even better in the future.

M odular E xhibition systems

ISOframe Wave™

Fully interchangeable

The World’s first fully flexible portable display system
Stunning looks, infinite flexibility and extremely user-friendly – ISOframe Wave is the first portable display system
combining the best of all worlds. Flex the entire exhibit wall into the shape you need at each venue, extend or reduce
as required. All thanks to the unique Flexi-Wave link connector which connects every vertical post in the system.
ISOframe Wave is ideal for small and medium sized exhibit areas where total flexibility is paramount.
Read more www.isoframe.com

ISOframe is “one” system! Framework sections of the different
models (Wave, Compact and Exhibit) can be combined into
hybrid systems and the graphic panels (standardised at
15,75”/400 mm and 31,5”/800 mm) between the models
can be interchanged as well.
10 year warranty. Patent pending.
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Alternative layouts created using the same (or less) graphics and framework as the
6-section shown at left.

Easy tool-free assembly with the unique FASTclamp connector. No more hex keys,
nuts and bolts used on other systems.

1. LED spotlights
2. LCD screen
3. Self-aligning 31.5” wide graphics

Quick and easy to set up
5 minutes

10 minutes

4. Keyboard table attachment
12 minutes

5. Three standard heights: Mini 80.1”,
Midi 88.6” and Maxi 96.5”

The Flexi-wave link is a strong aluminium structure that can flex up to 180 degrees each
way in the horizontal position yet the structure remains unbelievably strong and stable.

M odular E xhibition systems

ISOframe Compact™

ISOframe Exhibit™

The ISOframe Compact model puts design and maximum stability in focus. ISOframe
Compact is available in three style options/end sections: Graphic Wing, Oval Post and Flying
Oval Post and is sufficiently strong to accept multiple accessories such as LCD screens,
literature holders etc. Because Compact is based on our ISOframe concept it also incorporates our patented FASTclamp connector. This is used to connect the posts, beams and end
sections of the system instantly, without tools.

ISOframe Exhibit is the ideal system for designing and building customized large format exhibition stands. It
uses fixed horizontal beams (available in 9 different shapes), instead of the flexible Wave link, to give the system the rigidity and stability needed for more advanced large size constructions (up to 16” height). Still, our
unique tool-less FASTclamp connector and easy to use self aligning graphics let you create these stunning
exhibition stands both easily and cost effectively.
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1. LCD screens
2. Literature holders

ISOframe Exhibit is sold
in component form.

1. LCD screen

3. Table attachment

2. Storage room

4. Self-aligning 31.5” wide graphics

3. Lockable door
90° Corner Posts

135° Corner Posts

T-connector Posts

Standard Posts

Curved Beams

Straight Beams

Three different designs

Extremely cost effective
Oval

Flying oval

Graphic wing

No specialist trades are required during set-up. This coupled
with reduced storage and transportation costs, not to mention the
re-usability of the system, means exhibiting becomes a lot more
cost effective with ISOframe.

“Courtesy of www.ISOframebyFocus.ie”

M odular E xhibition systems

Flexiframe™
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1. EGO Tower (T4) 18.5 ft. height

More show for less money!
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2. EGO Tower (T1) 14.75 ft. height

Maybe your budget is really tight for your next
exhibition or event? You just need an easy-to-use,
attractive and reliable display system to do the job.
Flexiframe may be the alternative for you.

3. EGO Double sided backwall
4. EGO Reception counters
5. LCD screens

5 years warranty
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1. Basic 10 backwall with headers
2. Square tower, 3 metres height

EGO Exhibit

™

EGO is a top-of-the-line exhibition system and brings to the market
its own unique language offering much more room for creativity and
customized designs compared to the traditional and more limited
stand building systems. Size and shape are the keys.
Read more www.ego-exhibit.com

EGO enables you to make a real difference at the
show – to stand out from the other exhibitors.
The attractively curved EGO tower units, available
up to a height of 18.5 ft., are perfect “eye-catchers” in the exhibition hall. On top of that, the toolfree assembly is amazingly quick and easy.
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4. Business Card Collector
5. Rectangular table

10 year warranty
Patent pending

T2

3. Demonstration counter

T4

T7

The system is extremely well tested and has been on the
market for over 25 years, familiar to thousands of users world
wide. Flexiframe is still a unique system – smart and simple –
and very economically priced.

retractable banner stands

BannerUp Plus™

BannerUp Cabrio™

Thousands of satisfied users around the world
consider this to be the premier, top-quality
retractable banner stand (rollup) on the market.
Equipped with a unique and patented banner change
system, enabling you to replace graphics in no time.
Choose from two colors, different sizes, single or
double sided units and an outstanding selection of
accessories.

Standard sizes (w x h)
10” x 18”
2 ft. x 83”
3 ft. x 83”
1 mtr x 83”
4 ft. x 83”
5 ft. x 83”

10 year
warranty

The 4 and 5 foot models
are available in “Big Plus”
height of 118” as well.

Completely customize your next banner display with BannerUp
Cabrio, a unique new invention from Mark Bric Display. Cabrio is
the first retractable banner stand with interchangeable logo plates.
Quickly and easily change the style and color of your casette to
exactly match your banner graphics, or enhance your brand identity
with custom-printed plates.

10 year warranty

Standard size: 3 ft. (w) x 82” (h)

Easy banner change
This invention by Mark Bric enables you to repeatedly use different
banners in the same cassette. Just slide the old banner out of the
cassette and replace it with a new one.
EUR patent no. 1285421. U.S. patent no. 7,040,372. China patent no. ZL00819992.2

Interchangable plates
Choose different colors,
add your logo etc.

pop - up walls

SnapUp™

Stretch™

The Mark Bric SnapUp systems offer the most elegant
way of exposing large format seamless graphics with unparalleled
durablility and quality of workmanship.

A display wall in less than a minute!
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The SnapUp Stretch offers the quickest and easiest way to set up and
display a seamless large format graphic. The graphic image is printed
on fabric, attached to the system with velcro and stretched out when
erecting the system. It can´t be easier!
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10 year warranty
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10 year warranty

1. 10 ft. (4x3) SnapUp backwall
2. LED spotlights

1. 5.6 ft. (2x3) Stretch backwall

3. Mini counter

2. SwingUp, literarure rack

4. SwingUp, literature rack

All SnapUp systems are compact, portable and extremely
quick and easy to set up.

Available in 3 different sizes:
2x3, 3x3 and 4x3

Printed graphic remains on system even
during take down and storage.

frames , rails & sign holders

Flexiframe™

14 standard colors to choose from

All sizes, all shapes, all colors
Flexiframe is a modular framing system which highly simplifies the handling of posters
and prints for shops, malls, banks, hotels, restaurants, public offices etc.
As the brand name indicates, by using different sizes, colors, shapes and combinations of frames, the display possibilities are innumerable. The frames can be used singleor double sided and a large selection of mounting and suspension brackets as well as
table- and floor stands are available.
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5 year warranty

White (51)

Beige (58)

Grey (52)

Grey metallic (59)

Red (53)

Yellow (60)

Blue (54)

Teal (61)

Black (55)

Burgundy (62)

Brown (56)

Purple (63)

Green (57)

Hunter green (64)

Cut your own profiles
2
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For the DIY frame builder Flexiframe can
also be delivered as profile lengths and
corner pieces.

There is also a possibility of joining the
frames with the help of our unique connector brackets to build many kinds of
useful exhibits and pop-units.
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Swing Wing units
5
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The Swing Wing units are another Flexiframe application and offers
plenty of space in a limited space.
1. Single frame
2. Subdivided frame
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3. Triangle frame
4. Arrow frame
5. Flexi-Stand, item 2415
6. Soft Line Stand, item 2435
7. Triangular pop-table

frames , rails & sign holders

Snappy Frame™

Banner Rail™
Banner Rails provide an attractive and cost effective way to
suspend banners and posters in shop windows, malls, banks,
travel agencies etc. – wherever you need to professionally display a
suspended graphic. The unique and simple snap-lock profile grips
the banner 100% securely in place and the profiles can be cut to
any size for maximum flexibility.
10 year warranty

The attractive Mark Bric Snappy Frames will display your
posters and prints to maximum effect. Elegant aluminium
profiles, with the traditional front loading snap function,
make up the frame. Changing of posters is completed within
seconds. Just snap your posters in place and start selling!
Standard sizes are 8.5 x 11, 18 x 24, 22 x 28, and 24 x 36”
5 year warranty

Choose from four colors for the
end-caps
The frame is equipped with a back
panel in durable weatherproof plastic
and an anti-reflex (non-glare) front
protection plastic sheet to hold the
poster in place.

Snap open and load your banner

The Banner Rail profiles can be used perfectly in combination with our MultiMaster
banner stand (adjustable up to 10 feet).

© Mark Bric Display AB, 2012. All rights reserved

Visit our website www.markbricdisplay.com
for a full information on the Mark Bric range
of display & exhibition system
Mark Bric was founded in 1971 and is today one of the leading innovators and suppliers of display systems and exhibition stands on the
market! Our goal is to always be the leading quality producer of display
& exhibition systems, with up-to-date and innovative product solutions
for the Retail, Roadshow and Tradeshow arenas worldwide.

OUR QUALITY – YOUR GUARANTEE
All Mark Bric products are manufactured with the highest standard of
workmanship and the best quality of materials available. All products are
constantly subjected to demanding quality control, well tested on the market
and designed to provide years of trouble-free use. Top quality – no compromises!!
Mark Bric products are today sold in over 70 countries worldwide, through an extensive
network of agents/distributors. Sales and marketing in North and Central America is
handled by Mark Bric Display Corp., in Virginia, USA.

Mark Bric Display Corp. Ph-800-742-6275. Fax-800-565-9506. markbric@markbric.com www.markbricdisplay.com

EXHIBIT

